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Abstract 

Creating PCB Component Footprints is a part of the course which is the design and 
making of printed circuit board, Creating PCB Component Footprints is important in 
learning making printed circuit board. So we design the content and teaching method of 
Creating PCB Component Footprints, then Get teaching effect better. 
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1. Introduction 

Creating PCB Component Footprints is a part knowledge of the course which is the design and 
making of printed circuit board. Creating PCB Component Footprints is important content of 
the course. So we must study the content, and we can improve teaching effect. Let the students 
get high-quality employment. 

The content of creating PCB component footprints is taught during six lessons. There is two 
classes together every time. Thus, the content is finished for three times. The content of first 
time is creating PCB component footprints through the wizard and using the footprints. The 
content of second time is measuring the size of components and creating PCB component 
footprints. The content of third time is creating integrated system footprints and using the 
footprints. 

2. Create PCB Component Footprints Through the Wizard and Use the 
Footprints 

(1) Create footprints through the wizard 

We choose the example of resistor footprint through hole which is shown in Figure 1.the 
footprint is requested with circle pads, the diameter about the hole of the pad is 40 mils, the 
diameter of the pad is 80 mils, the distant of the two pads is 600 mils, the height of the footprint 
is 100 mils. 

First, open the soft of Altium Designer, and set new PCB project, then save the project. Second, 
set new the file of PCB library which belongs to the PCB project, and save the file. Third, click 
on the menu bar of Tools and Component Wizard, look at the interface of Component Wizard 
which is shown in Figure 2. Click on “Next”on the interface, select the pattern of the resistors 
you wish to create from the list, you can select a unit you like to use to describe this resistors, 
and then Click on “Next”, type the data which is requested, the data consists of pad size, the 
distance between pads and the footprint height. Finally, finish creating footprints through the 
wizard. The pattern of resistor footprint finished is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Resistor Footprint 

 

 
Figure 2. The interface of PCB Component Wizard 

 

(2) Use the footprints 

The purpose of creating the footprints is used. This part of the content links all the previous 
knowledge. Every component used in the schematic must be with footprint when schematic 
update to PCB. The components without footprint can’t update to PCB because the footprints 
can’t be found in the PCB. So the footprint created adds to the component without footprint, 
and finishing updating from the schematic to the PCB. Open the component, click on the arrow 
on the right of add footprint in the lower left corner of the interface shown in Figure 3. There 
are four choices shown in Figure 4. Click on the footprint, and get the pattern of PCB Model 
shown in Figure 5. Type the name of footprint created in the column of the name, and get the 
picture below the column of the name, then click on OK. The schematic graph which consists of  
the components with footprints updates to the PCB. And finish using the footprints. 

 

 
Figure 3. Left lower corner in schematic library 

 

 
Figure 4. Four choice of“Add Footprint” 
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Figure 5. The interface of PCB Model 

3. Measure Components and Create PCB Footprints 

(1) Measure components 

We choose the example of resistor footprint through hole shown in figure 6 as well, and 
measure the resistor by vernier caliper. First, learn using the vernier caliper. The vernier caliper 
consists of main ruler and auxiliary ruler. The unit is millimeter, the data gotten has decimal. 
The integer of the data is gotten by main ruler, the decimal of the data is gotten by auxiliary 
ruler. Second, Measure the section diameter of the pin by vernier caliper, and turn the two pins 
of the resistor 90 degrees, the turning part of the pin is about 1-2mm away from the root of the 
component pin, then measure the distant between the two pins. Finally, measure the width and 
height of the middle solid part of the resistance, the two-dimensional pattern of the middle solid 
part is like the rectangle. 

 

 
Figure 6. Resistor through hole 

 

(2) Create PCB footprints 

Create PCB footprints manually with the data gotten. First, open the file of PCB library, click on 
the Tools of menu bar and New black component. Double click the component in the browse 
Manager, and show the interface of PCB library component shown in figure 7. Type the correct 
name in the“Name”column, then click on “OK” and finish changing the name. second, click on 
the pattern of pad in the tool bar of PCB Lib placement. And click on “Tab” on the keyboard, 
change number of pad which is from 1 on the interface, set the diameter of the hole and the 
diameter of the pad according to the section diameter of the resistance pin, click on“OK”. Then  
place the first pad at the origin, and place the first pad according to the distance between the 
two pads. Click on“Edit”→“Set Reference” →“Center”, move the origin position from pad 1 to 
between pad 1 and pad 2,  click on Ctrl and G on the keyboard, display the interface of “Cartesian 
Grid Editor” shown in figure 8,change the data of Step X and Step Y, click on “OK”, finish the 
input of data. Finally, take the origin as the center, create the middle rectangle quickly according 
to the data gotten. And add a line on each side of the rectangle. Finish creating the footprint of 
the resistor. 
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Figure 7. The interface of PCB library component 

 

 
Figure 8. The interface of “Cartesian Grid Editor” 

4. Create the Footprints of Integrated System and Use Them 

(1) Create the footprints of integrated system 

We choose the example of timer 555 footprint through hole which is shown in Figure 9. The 
data of integrated system is more than the resistor and the pattern is more complex. In Figure 
9, the section of the pin is not round, but it is square. Therefore, measure the length and width 
of the square when measuring the sectional by vernier caliper, compare the length and width, 
set the sizes of the pad according to the larger size. Then measure the distance between the 
relative pads ,and measure the distance two row pads. Turn the notch on the left of the 
component, the numbers of on the below of the component are 1, 2, 3 and 4 from left to right. 
the numbers above the component are 5, 6, 7 and 8 from right to left.  

 

 
Figure 9. Timer 555 

 

(2) Use the footprints of integrated system 

Use the footprints of integrated system as in 2, this footprints is commonly used for 8-pin 
integrated system. Other the footprints of integrated system are also created and used in this 
way. 
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5. Conclusion 

The content of "creating component footprints" derives from the actual project of factory. 
Through the study of the course, students can understand the process of creating component 
footprints, and ready for future employment. The teaching method of learning and doing at the 
same time improves students' interest in learning the course. These contents are highly praised 
by teachers and students. 
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